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Compliance Operations
- Kathleen Francus
  - Mike Hajduk
    - Nathan Lannine
      - Don Lattimore
    - Brandon Chap
    - Chad Lenox
    - Tom Nguyen
    - Umang Patel
    - Jason Pham
    - Loren Striegel
    - Edward Watson
    - Student Workers (4)

Core Infrastructure
- Jared McMillan
  - Daniel Bauder
  - Niraj Bista
  - Will Carpenter
  - Steve Crull

Operational Infrastructure
- Ozlem Cankurtaran
  - Erik Mackey
  - James Riley
  - Matt Rubright
  - Alexander Tavernier

Research Computing
- Chris Maher
  - Jeff Cold
  - Jon Halter
  - Mike Mosley

Servers & Storage
- Brett Gerdesman
  - John Blas
  - Andrew Abernethy
  - Chuck Foard
  - Troy Russell
  - Antonio Walker
  - Vacant

Telecommunications
- Vacant

Security & Compliance
- Ben Willis
  - Susan Wagoner
  - Student Workers (3)

Web & Identity Services
- David McIntosh
  - Rachel Louden
  - Ned Morgan
  - Wyatt Pogany
  - Jesus Rodriguez
  - Tony Pero
  - Shelby Setzer

Identity & Access Management
- Craig Olson
  - Kevin Calhoun
  - Britney Fransen
  - Amanda Jung
  - Aaron Sigmon

Web Services
- Heather Cummins
  - Ed Freeberg
  - Josh Lancaster
  - Lacey Vickery
  - James Wilson